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I^Zcn Lum’s There Is No Place Like Home (2000) (fig. 1),

seum-in-Progress.1 In its next display in Ottawa, the texts were
translated into French and English and the billboard was attached to the side of the Canadian Muséum of Contemporary
Photography.
The work succeeded in emphasizing the official languages
- not simply of Ottawa, but of Canada as well. Because of its
placement in Ottawa, the work references Ottawa’s geo-political
locus as Canadas capital city and the site of national political
power. Such a contextual reading would thus suggest that the
positing of the work in this city opens up the possibility of a
reading of the city’s own population and makeup as synonymous with Canadas démographie of cultural plurality. This
multiculturalism is an aspect of Canadian life; it is also an
official government policy area. I argue that in this context, the
intention of the artist to modify the initial billboard from one in
which the language of instruction was English to one where
French and English texts are equally represented, while certainly
crucial to an understanding of the art work in its broadest sense,
is not necessarily critical to a reading of this work: the Ottawa
installation of There Is No Place Like Home opérâtes within a
larger institutional and cultural framework due in large part to
its placement in the capital city of Canada.

displayed in Ottawa in 2002, presented a controversial
checkerboard of text and photographs that posed questions
about the stability of identity, race, and nationality. These ques
tions hâve become more contentious and their answers more
clearly uncertain in an era of globalization, an aspect suggested
by the double-edged title of Lum’s work and by the manner in
which his portraits simultaneously draw from raced national
stéréotypés while they expose the tenuous ground of these naturalized assumptions. For this essay, I will examine the manner in
which a discourse and a présentation of “Canadianness” may be
seen to circulatc through Lum’s portraits of a suggested citizenship: portraiture that is, on the one hand, highly charged, raced,
and contested and, on the other hand, may ultimately lend itself
to multiple ambiguous readings in the contemporary context of
global population flows and shifting notions of the “insider”
and the “outsider.” While the work may appear to be an unlikely candidate for a représentation of a clcar national portrait,
I suggest that the ambiguous messages presented nevertheless
offer an interprétative approach that allows for a more flexible
understanding of race and national identity.
There Is No Place Like Home (2000), Summer 2002, Ottawa

The Object: Ken Lum’s There Is No Place Like Home (2000)

Lum’s work was originally commissioned for and displayed on
the side of the Museum-in-Progress in Vienna in 2000. It was
conceived as a variety of posters affixed to hoarding sites located
across the city; however, due to political opposition, this projcct
was realized instead as a large billboard mounted on the Mu

At first glance, the work appears to be a billboard, designed after
a typical advertising aesthetic: images and simple texts are paired
and aligned in grid formation, and sans-serif, easy-to-read fonts
are used for the texts (which are constituted as white lettering
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Figure I. Ken Lum, There Is No Place Like Home, 2000. Acrylic lacquer on vinyl, 4.39 x 20.42 m (approx). Ottawa, Canadian Muséum of Contemporary Photography; Collection of the artist,
Vancouver; and Museum-in-Progress, Vienna (Photo: Ottawa, Canadian Muséum of Contemporary Photography and National Gallery of Canada).

against up-beat, fiat colours such as orange, green, etc.). The
materials used in this work similarly borrow from established
advertising conventions for the construction of billboards: indeed, the billboards printed vinyl sheet2 is affixed to the gal
lery’s exterior wall at a height appropriate for mass legibility.
It is this very advertising acsthetic and the works strategie
use of language that seduces the viewer into first looking at what
may well be a difficult image to contemplate in a public setting.
The work suggests the pairing of portraits with their appropri
ate texts — this pairing appears straightforward by the manner in
which the sentiments expressed in the texts seemingly reflcct
both the race of the individuals and the émotions communicated through these individuals’ facial expressions. The discomfort of viewing the work arises from the controversial nature of
some of the texts. For example, an angry-looking man poses
with his fist clenched, seeming to threaten a punch; in another
portrait, a man looks dcfensively askance. Both photographs are
adjacent to (and thus seem appropriately paired with) texts such
as “I’m sick of your views about immigrants / This is our home
too!” and “Go back to where you corne from! / Why dont you
go home?” One may also notice that the man with the clenched
fist who is paired with the text “Go back to where you corne
from! / Why dont you go home?” appears to be Caucasian,
while the man insisting on the rightful place of immigrants
appears to be of Asian descent.
Clearly, therefore, statements of this nature pose a discomfiting challenge to any viewer who chooses to look at these
unusual (and yet possibly familiar)3 portraits. The location of
this work in downtown Ottawa in a highly visible public space
may thus présent an ethical dilemma to any viewer who may
wish to pause and to contemplate this work (as one may wish to
do with any work of art), since pausing to view the work may
posit the viewer as a voyeur, or worse yet, as a racist, publicly
enjoying the display of the discomfort of the raced individuals
depicted in this billboard. However, I suggest that There Is No
Place Like Homes very construction and reliance on advertising
iconography interrupts the possibility of an either/or position
and opens up a third category: that of the unsettled viewer, a

viewer who is less able to refuse the seemingly clear-cut mes
sages, and is instead made awarc of naturalized racial stéréotypés
in Canada.
On one level, the work that Lum présents, while possibly
appearing to be a billboard, lacks the crucial kind of advertising
information one may expect, such as some kind of contact
information, a téléphoné number, or a slogan encouraging the
consumer to thus purchase or to adopt the approach of whatever depicted product or exhortation is being presented. This
crucial lack of packaging information suggests a puzzle to the
unwitting observer who may at first mistake the billboard for an
official Canadian government advertisement extolling the virtues of multicultural tolérance through a cautionary taie of
racial strife. It is both the lack of contact information as well as
the explicitly racist statement “Go back to where you corne
from! / Why dont you go home?” that mark this work as not
advertising, however. At the same time, the works predominantly advertising-like format and reliance on the materiality of
a typical work of advertisement serve to hail the viewer and to
invite him or hcr to look at the work. Lum’s création of an
apparent advertisement stems from his ongoing engagement
with the idea of photography as an element of documentary
evidence.
Sometimes referred to as one of the members of the Van
couver [Photo-Conccptual] School, Lum draws on the kinds of
photographically reflexive works that engage in social interpré
tations and depictions pioneered by Jeff Wall. Some of Jeff
Wall’s early works, such as Double Self-Portrait (1979) and
Picture for Women (1979), demonstrate the constructedness of
photographie practice and the photographs this practice pro
duces, while suggesting a social commentary, much like Lum’s
There Is No Place Like Home. Lum’s use of the advertising me
dium in his works also refers to the photo-collage work of artists
such as Barbara Kruger, Jenny Holzer, and Martha Rosier (particularly in her work The Bowery in Two Inadéquate Descriptive
Systems, 1974-75). Lum’s work may be read to refer to the works
of Kruger, Rosier, or Holzer that engage with advertising aesthetics or media to demonstrate a concern for juxtaposing strategie
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what is clearly an illusion (i.e., a work of art), Lum’s work may
also thus suggest the illusive nature of race itself, since the actors
inhabit rôles given to them by the artist. This mimicry constitutes an outlining of an Althusseran racial ideology; what folds
into this représentation is thus also the allusion to real, lived
racial expériences, regardless of whether the actors choose to act
or not: they are coded as belonging to a race based on existing
sociétal stéréotypés and understandings of what “race” means.
There is thus an inhérent paradox in this suggestion of both an
acted and re-enacted staging of this “narrative” of race. This
paradox is what prevents the work from folding in on itself,
from allowing itself to tie up and neatly présent ail of its
messages, and from becoming visually digested and discarded.
The work is thus prevented from becoming didactic precisely
because of its deliberate unreadability. However, the work’s use
of stéréotypés nécessitâtes a spectator’s engagement: by rclying
on pre-existing generalizations of skin colour, religion, etc., to
make sense of the images and texts, the viewer’s rôle is also
important.
By both delineating and re-constructing the mechanics of
this race ideology, There Is No Place Like Home is a work that
involves viewer participation: in order for the viewer to understand or “read” the work, the viewer has to engage with the
work using racial, class, and nationalistic stéréotypés that s/he
had already formed before viewing the billboard. In looking at
the work and understanding it, the viewer is presented with
their own pre-formed ideas of the insider or outsider and the
meanings of “home” and its attendant rights of belonging.
Lum’s work both engages the viewer as well as facilitâtes and
permits him/her the opportunity to read and analyze stereotypi
cal messages, whether this analysis is favourable to the treatment of visible minorities or not. There is no policing force
here, no régulation occurring, either to prevent the viewer from
drawing their own racist conclusions or to identify with any of
the individuals depicted. The régulation that occurs, if any, is an
internai mechanism, one that the work neither clearly plays to,
nor obviously plays against. The work makes racism visible
while at the same time permitting the controversial to be publicly scrutinized by the viewer.9
Furthermore, the portrait-text pairs may be read to stitch
together a narrative describing the tensions of non-white immi
gration. For example, the Asian man apparently speaking English but still expressing outrage at being perpetually considered
an outsider, seems to relate to, réfuté, and provide meaning to
the portrait of the white man professing to want the country
devoid of non-whites. This is but one interprétation, however.
What starts becoming apparent as the viewer looks at and
interprets the other texts is that the other text pairs hâve their
own readings, that some of them may contain multiple mean
ings, and that the portrait pairs work against each other to both

text messages with images (or as image in the case of Holzer’s
work such as Messages, displayed in a variety of public locations)/1
The very aim of advertising is to capture one’s attention, to
make one look.5 Lum’s work’s exclusion of contact information,
which would form a key part of an advertisement (if this billboard were indeed one), may thus function on the level of
parody to the spectator. 6 Lum’s apparent misuse of the advertis
ing medium relies on the spectator’s récognition of a conventional (billboard advertisement) format precisely in ordcr to
capture the viewer’s attention. His deliberatc exclusion of con
tact information thus renders the billboard odd, seemingly
unfinished, and therefore possibly serving as an encouragement
to the viewer to return repeatedly to examine what may hâve
been initially misrecognized as an advertisement. The viewer is
thus invited to openly gaze at portraits and statements that
appear to be racist, without fear of being labelled a racist for
examining such a work. Both the public medium of advertising
and the puzzling lack of information in There Is No Place Like
Home encourage precisely such scrutiny.7
The Portrait, the Text, and the Viewer

The portraits that the billboard constructs rely on understandings
of race and racial stéréotypés for legibility and cohérence. It
appears as though individuals from varied ethnie groups are
equally visually represented, lending the work a quality of being
considerate of a diversity of cultures. However, the pairing of
text with uncomfortably appropriate photographs relies on an
understanding of the unease to which visible-minority indi
viduals are stereotypically ascribed, such as an uncertainty of
belonging in a new country. The two Caucasian portraits are
constructed to refer to an idea of the défensive Caucasian male
insisting upon the legitimacy of his position within a nation.
The similarly stereotypical portrait of the Caucasian woman
speaking French suggests a caricature of white privilège when
she daims to enjoy it so much “here.” However, instead of
appearing simply didactic, the drawing on visual and racial
stéréotypés in There Is No Place Like Home gives the work both
its legibility and its potential to destabilize understandings of
race and nationality.
By outlining each races stereotypical visual représentations,
Lum’s work suggests the possibility of rupturing static categories
of race, and posits the mutual constructedness of any of the
categories of “white,” “black,” “Asian,” “aboriginal,” with any
other race-based category. In There Is No Place Like Home, Lum
constructs portraits of individuals that rely on the viewer to
conceptually connect portrait with text, just as it is up to the
viewer to try to stitch together a narrative of the images.8 By
using actors who are coded as belonging to a particular race by
their skin colour, language, and religion in order to présent
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Figure 2. Jin-me Yoon, / Group of Sixty-Seven, 1996. Chromogenic print, 47.6 x 60.3 cm. Vancouver, Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver Art Gallery Acquisition Fund
(Photo: Trevor Mills).

North Africa: perhaps from the same part of the world that the
white French woman calls home.
In each of these possible readings and narrative formations,
the identity of each person dépends ultimately on the viewer’s
interprétation: many convincingly argued conclusions may be
drawn from examining individual portraits, from comparing
portrait-text pairs, and from trying to imagine the links between each pair on the billboard in general. What is clear is that
any use of English or French text and any combination thereof,
in Ottawa, on a billboard facing Parliament Hill, codes the
work politically. This site-specific situating and the work’s rcliance on an urban spectator’s understanding of the location of
Ottawa as Canadas capital city, their familiarity with the icon of
the billboard as part of the urbanscape, and their already formed
understandings of stéréotypés of national insider and outsider
lend the work its readability. This readability is then troubled by
a refusai on the artist’s part to provide a concrète sensé of place,
and thus to draw the line between “outsider” and “insider.” This
confusing narrative (if orie is to construct a narrative from the
portrait-text pairs on the billboard) présents an image, therefore, of a lack of a cohcsive notion of home. If it is not clear who
is home and who is from away, can there be a Canadian national
identity? Other artists address similar questions in their work by
examining the space for race in traditional iconic représenta
tions of Canadianness.

identify as well as to confuse each pairs possible readings,
presenting the viewer with several means of interpreting the
pairs and the work as a whole.
One example of the means by which the portrait-text pairs
rely on a viewcr’s engagement and interprétation (and hence, a
pre-formed idea of who this individual could represent) is that
of the white woman in the left segment seeming to speak
French. She exclaims, “Wow, j’aime vraiment ça ici / J’vais
jamais retourner chez moi!” One wonders who this woman is,
whcre she cornes from that she considers “home,” and where
“here” is that she so appréciâtes. Her Frenchness is open to
many different readings: she could be a résident of Quebec, of
Ontario, or of any other part of Canada with a French popula
tion, in which case, each ascription of her “home” influences the
meaning of the billboard, and the situation of the billboard in
Ottawa, differently.
Equally possible, the woman could be tourist from France,
visiting Ottawa and exclaiming her approval of the city. Indeed,
she may be from any other part of the world where French is
spoken, including from former French colonies such as Guyana
- in which case her portrait may be seen to form a link with one
of a little black girl also seeming to speak French. The little girl
pleads, “Je ne veux pas m’en aller maman / J’veux pas retourner
chez nous.” One possible way to read this statement is with a
belief that the girl may hail from a former French colony in
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Figure 3. Jeff Thomas, Indian on Tour, Lausanne Switzerland, 2001, from the sériés Indians On Tour (2001-2002). C-print, 50.8 x 40.64
cm. Bridge to The Cathédral, Lausanne, Switzerland, Collection of the artist (Photo: Jeff Thomas).
[Thomas] notes that historical portraits of Aboriginal
people often excluded their

immédiate environment,

leaving their subjects in stasis, floating in a placeless

place. It is prccisely the sense
of immersion in an immé
diate, living world that he

tries to capture in his own
portraits. For him, contrary

to the romande notion, that

world is an urban one.12

Broadly speaking, both works
point to the Canadian cultural
landscape as an ideological construct, which has traditionally excluded non-white individuals. In
so doing, the works disturb the
notion of “landscape” by opening
up an alternative reading of this ideology, suggesting that the
contemporary “landscape” is one which has changed from its
historical moorings. The co-existence of Koreanncss and an
iconic Canadianness may therefore not be a natural one, since
these two identities are set up to occupy separate spheres in
Yoon’s work, and since the iconic Canadian is callcd forth as
white only via the contrasting presence of the Korean individual
in A Group of Sixty-Seven: the “white” person is made présent
through the oddness of the image of the Korean portraits set in
front of Harris’s painting. The jarring juxtaposition of the Ko
rean individual against Harris’s painting suggests an unease in a
co-existence of the “racialized” individual with the kind of
Canadian landscape Harris painted. This friction echoes con
temporary political and social tensions involving naturalized
and unquestioned assumptions of the ethnicity of the typical
Canadian citizen, and thus the place for the “raced” individual
within Canadian society.
Thomas’s work, on the other hand, subverts the historical
caricature of the Native as the “brave” in order to disturb essentialist readings of “Indianness.” His work also suggests the loca
tion of the “Indian” in urban culture to both broaden the définition
of “Indian” as well as to disrupt the location in which this
“Indian” may exist. No longer is the “Indian” relegated to the
mythical camp fires and the tiipis of yore; here the toy Indian
brave standing in for the Indian is instead displaccd from the
urban environment, and yet a part of it. Thomas’s work suggests
the primacy of the urban condition, replacing a rugged landscape
for a mass-media influenced one as he places the plastic figurine
of the “Indian” in global, urban locations of Lausanne or Buffalo.

Consisting of front and rear head shots of Ko rean individu
als placed in front of a Lawren Harris and an Emily Carr
painting, respcctively, Korean-Canadian photographer Jin-Me
Yoon’s work A Group of Sixty-Seven (1996) (fig. 2) posits a
contemporary updating of the Canadian national identity in a
rapidly changing Canada. By including images of Korean indi
viduals against a backdrop of iconic images of Canada, Yoon
points to the changing mcaning of being “Canadian,” questioning whether a naturalized Canadianness would include Korean
faces as well.10 Yoon’s work may thus be also seen to présent an
inhérent critique of a normalized équation of “Canadianness”
with whiteness. This possible critique folds into larger discus
sions around the place of non-white immigrants, cultural clashes,
Canadian multiculturalism, and discursive practices around cul
tural and/or racial différence. The work thus provocatively asks
whether a new paradigm of iconic “Canadianness” may be
equated with Korean-Canadian faces.11
First Nations artist Jeffrey Thomas’s work points to the
absence of représentations of the urban First Nations individual
to emphasize naturalized équations of the “Native” as an indi
vidual who is rural and primitive. In his sériés Indians On Tour
(2001—2002) (see fig. 3 for an example from the séries), Tho
mas photographed toy figures of stereotypical Indian braves in
various urban settings around the world, suggesting that the
imagined location of the “Indian” is one fixed in the past. His
sériés highlights an absence of a visual vocabulary to represent a
contemporary urban “Indianness” as something other than an
anachronism. Richard Hill, commenting on Jeffrey Thomas’s
depictions of the “Indian” states,
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The Global Citizen

eral set of global interconnections, nor are these global inter
connections, on their own, the source of current anxieties around
nationness, home, and belonging. Rather, it is the nature of
1970s post-Fordist globalization that is at issue: it is this intensi
fication of global connections which so inflames anxieties around
stable notions of nation, national identity, and belonging.18 1
suggest that it is post-Fordist globalization that is also linked to
the Canadian fédéral government policy of multiculturalism, a
set of policies that has corne to bear on a now steadily increasing
influx of non-white immigrants to Canada.
Canadas official policy of multiculturalism, historically initiated as a means by which to designate Canada an officially
bilingual country with a multicultural populace,19 has corne to
account for the diversity of the Canadian population, a diversity
that has increased since 1970 because of the steady acceptance
of larger proportions of non-white immigrants to white immi
grants.20 The process of immigration is a démographie change,
which is itself a resuit of the économie, political, and social
forces of globalization.21 Saskia Sassen remarks,

The notion of a concrète or stable national identity is one that
continues to be hotly debated, particularly in an âge of rapid
international flows of people immigrating, working, and moving between countries.13 This movcment often disrupts
understandings of who belongs where, thus presenting a site of
disruption to a stable or naturalized understanding of the race
of a national citizen. For example, one might pose the question,
when one is asked to imagine a “Canadian,” does an image of a
non-white Canadian automatically corne to mind? The appearance of Lum’s billboard as a federally-sponsored multicultural
advertisement as one possible initial reading of the work seems
plausible, given the choice of individuals representing different
racial, ethnie, and religious backgrounds, and the equally
weighted use of English and French texts. This project may thus
seem iconically “Canadian,” and my argument for a globalized
reading may therefore seem contradictory. However, the effects
of globalization, rather than creating “either/or” results - producing either a total érosion of the nation-state, or one which
results in an homogenizing, unstoppable “McDonaldization”
effect - instead resuit in multiple and heterogeneous tensions.
The makeup of what is termed “globalization” contains
multivalent forces and reactions that work with pre-existing
national structures to produce hybrids, homogenizations,
Wcsternizations, and reinterpretations. In some instances, the
process referred to as “globalization,” rather than simply acting
as a unidirectional force upon a culture, instead results in
reconstitutions and reinforccments of pre-existing régional and/
or national identities. John Tomlinson’s model of globalization
describes an uneven process that results in a variety of responses,
rcgardless of inhérent power imbalances, particularly in the
expériences of less-Westernizcd countries,14 while Nederveen
Pieterse suggests that the effects of globalization are affected by
régional understandings and reactions that reinterpret and
refigure what may seem to be a homogenizing impulse into
spécifie régional, hybridized responses, a process which he ar
gues “gives rise to a global mélange.”15 He states, “Globalization
can mean the reinforcement of, or go together with, localism, as
in ‘Think Globally, Act Locally.’”16 As such, a specifically Ottawa-based Canadian reading of Lum’s work as an understand
ing of globalization is not necessarily inhcrently contradictory.
Globalization is not likely a uni-directional process of standardization, but rather results in a “multi-centric world of diverse
actors such as corporations, international organizations, ethnie
groups, churches” that are in turn nested within larger “-scapes”
such as “financcscapes” or “cthnoscapes.”17
While the literature describing the anxieties and impacts of
globalization is varied, the common élément is an assertion that
“globalization” is neither a generic container describing a gen

What we still narratc in the language of immigration and

ethnicity, I would argue, is actually a sériés of processes
having to do with the globalization of économie activity, of
identity formation. Too often, immigration and ethnicity

are constituted as otherness. Understanding them as a set of
processes whereby global éléments are localizcd, interna
tional labour markets are constituted, and cultures from ail

over the world are de- and re-territorialized, puts them right

there at the centre along with the internationalization of
capital as a fundamental aspect of globalization.22

Populations drawn from different régions in the world may also
maintain stronger international ties than local ones, creating
trans-national communities that further diminish the power of
the nation-state to construct and reproduce a concrète, shared
understanding of nationhood.23 Discussing the rôle of a perceived shared citizenship, Holston and Appadurai assert,
This notion [of citizenship’s commonly-held principles] requires a set of self-understandings on the part of citizens that

lies at the core of the liberal compact of citizenship: it
requircs that people perceive, through a kind of leap of faith,

that they are sufficicntly similar to form common purpose.
This perception is sustained in the long-run through per

formance of citizenship.24

The Globalized Canadian Citizen?

Canadas policy on multiculturalism, when related to immigra
tion and the presence of non-white individuals (as Lum depicts
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tional citizenship, suggesting the possibility of extending, disrupting, and muddying these categories from an either/or dichotomous model.

on his billboard), thus folds into international entanglements
with global capital and labour flows. Indeed, Lum’s billboard
itself becomes a marker of the nature of being Canadian as an
“un-homed,” possibly transient member always in the process
of being defined against others, rather than as a citizen who fits
into a tenable, stable national rubric. In this context, then,
Lum’s work may paradoxically propose a re-imagined Canadian
national identity as one that is constructed precisely from dispa
rate fragments. Rather than a possible “united in diversity”
reading of multiculturalism (and therefore, of an idealized notion
of Canadian citizenship), There Is No Place Like Home instead
erodes a static sense of “home,” a sense of the “nation,” and thus
also of a clear sense of which individuals are seen as “citizens.”
Further, while Canadian official policy on multiculturalism
promûtes “unity in diversity,” this approach has been criticized
as one that normalizes and perpétuâtes an invisible whiteness,25
a normalization that may indeed be inévitable as a resuit of the
burden of Canadas white-centric past,26 which continues to
replicate and perpetuate static categories of race and whiteness,
even if for the purposes of addressing racially based barriers to
entry.27 Globalization is perhaps one means by which to disrupt
and re-interpret a notion of the Canadian citizen as precisely an
individual whose race is unclear. Rather than to conclude that
this unstable position is ridden with anxiety, I would like in
stead to suggest that the instability of a national identity offers
some possibilities for re-imagining nationhood as a porous entity, citizenship as a legal formality, and the portrait of a Cana
dian citizen as contingent on context and in relation to other
citizens.
Lum’s There Is No Place Like Home thus answers as it
questions: there is no (such) place as “home,” if this home or
nation is to be reliant on a homogenous understanding of
belonging (this approach which thus redraws the boundaries
between insider and outsider). At the same time, there is also no
(better) place (than) home, this mythical, comfortable dwelling
that proposes to welcome as it insists upon a définition of
rightful possession. Fraught as it is with anxieties, displacements
and porous borders, a globalized model of Canadian citizenship
may thus suggest a model in which seemingly fixed identities
are fixed only in relation to others. The idea of “race” and
“nation” then become linked to other individuals within the
nation, rather than to spécifie locales. Furthermore, while the
model of globalization présents possible disruptions to nation
hood and citizenship (i.e., suggesting that anyone can belong
anywhere they can move to, as though their decision to move
involves nothing other than desire), it also contains within it
highly classed, gendered and raced undercurrcnts, along with
those also of violence and trauma. I in no way wish to romanticize the plight of refugees or exiles but instead to put forward
the possibility of re-thinking Canadian nationalism and na
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Notes
1 E-mail communication between Ken Lum and Cynthia Foo, 30
October 2003, used with permission of the artist. The MuseumIn-Progress is an experimental art space founded in 1990, which
“organizes exhibitions in media such as newspapers, magazines,
billboards, the façades of buildings, TV and the internet and
thereby intégrâtes art into everyday life. The muséum of the 21st
century exists as a flexible structure and establishcs the form in
which it appears directly in media space.” See its website for more
information: http://www.mip.at/en/indcx.html.
2 For a description of the materials used, see Ken Lum Works With
Photography, exh. cat., Ottawa, Canadian Muséum of Contcmporary Photography (Ottawa, 2002), 94.
3 I do not wish to suggest here that the familiarity of the portrait-text
pair is through a viewers position as a possibly racist individual,
but to highlight instead the stéréotypes (and therefore, the possible
familiarity of the coding of these images) that these seemingly
natural connections draw from. Clearly as well, the placement of a
photograph adjacent to a text also suggests an explicatory link
between the portrait and the text.
4 For a description of where Holzer’s text, “Protect Me From What I
Want,” was displayed in its 1988-89 version, see Artangel’s website:
http://www.artangel.org.uk/pages/past/88/88_holzer.htm.
5 In Michael Argyle and Mark Cook, Gaze and Mutual Gaze (Cam
bridge, 1976), 113, the authors remark: “There appears to be a
(unwritten) rule that one should not gaze at strangers in public
places, for example when standing in lifts, passing in the strcct, or
sitting opposite at tables in restaurants or libraries. Goffman calls
this civil inattention,’ and observes that the difficulty of observing
it may be eased by adopting other activities, involving attending to
objects.” As such, the photographs representing “reality” are made
acceptable as a subject of interrogation. That the subjcct material is
troubling is a secondary register once the viewers gaze has been
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

successfully engaged. The reference in the quote to Goffman is
attributed to the monograph Erving Goffman, Behavior in Public
/Yzzéw (Glencoe, 1963).
“The work to be parodied is decoded by the parodist and offered
again (encoded) in a ‘distorted’ form to another décoder, the
reader, who - knowing and having previously decoded the original
- is in a position to compare it to its new form of parody.” See
Margaret A. Rose, Parody/Metafiction: An Analysis of Parody as a
Critical Mirror to the Writing and Réception of Fiction (London,
1979), 26.
The manner in which onc is allowed to look in public is elaborated
in Argyle and Cook, Gaze andMutual Gaze, 113. The viewer may
thus be aware of the manner in which his/her gaze may be construed as being in collusion to the statements displayed on Lum’s
billboard.
1 am referring hcre to Althusser’s assertion that once ideology is
exposed, the “reality” of the situation may be uncovered: “We
commonly call religious ideology, ethical ideology, legal ideology,
political ideology, etc. so many ‘world outlooks’. . . . However,
while admitting that they do not correspond to reality, i.e., that
they constitute an illusion, we admit that they do make allusion to
reality, and that they need only be ‘interpreted’ to discovcr the
reality of the world behind their imaginary représentation of that
world (ideology = illusion/allusionf [original emphasisj. Althusser
also asserts that “Ideology is a ‘Représentation’ of the Imaginary
Relationship of Individuals to their Real Conditions of Existence.”
Louis Althusser, “Ideology and Idcological State Apparatuses (Notes
towards an Investigation),” Essays on Ideology (London, 1984), 36.
“When observers feel observed, or are at risk of losing face, they
became uncomfortable.” D.R. Rutter, Looking andSeeing: The Rôle
of Visual Communication in Social Interaction (Chichester, 1984),
108. The production of discomfort would then allow the viewer to
look away, but if the viewer is not at risk of “losing face” and is
allowed to look at seemingly controversial statements, they can
then examine the statements at lcngth.
“Yoon’s work does not point to essentialized concepts of identity;
rather, it speaks of the complexity of Canadian identity as it
conflicts with, includes and reconsiders multiculturalism.” Adrienne
Lai, “Renegotiating the Terms of Inclusion: Institutional Space,
(dis)location and A Group ofSixty-Seven,” Fuse II), 1 (April 2000),
19.
There are many other nuanced interprétations of Yoon’s Group of
Sixty-Seven work that hâve been omitted for brevity here, including
a suggestion of Yoon’s engagement with the idea of Koreanness in
itself, or a répudiation of multiculturalism, among two possible
readings. See Lai, “Renegotiating the Terms of Inclusion,” for a
discussion of these readings.
Richard Hill, “Jeff Thomas: Working Historiés,” in A Study of
Indian-ness, exh. cat. Toronto, Gallery 44 (Toronto, 2004); http://
www.gallery44.org/exhibitions//brthomas.htm.
Saskia Sasscn has written extensivcly on the movement of people as
a resuit of international capital investment. See Saskia Sassen, The
Mobility ofLabor and Capital. A Study in International Investment
and Labor Flow (Cambridge, 1998).

14 “Globalization is an uneven proccss, not just that it involves ‘winners and losers’ or that it reproduces many familial' configurations
of domination and subordination, but also in the sense that the
cultural expérience it distributes is highly complex and varied.”
John Tomlinson, Globalization and Culture (Chicago, 1999), 131.
However, I disagree with Tomlinson’s assertion here that globaliza
tion “distributes” a cultural expérience, since his model doesn’t take
into account the régional pushes that influence an cxternal homogenizing impulse, as Nederveen Picterse suggests.
15 Jan Nederveen Pieterse, “Globalization as Hybridization,” The
Globalization Reader, eds Frank J. Lechner and John Boli (Massa
chusetts and Oxford, 2000), 99. First published in M. Featherstonc
et al., eds, GlobalModernities (London, 1995).
16 Pieterse, “Globalization,” 102.
17 Pieterse, “Globalization,” 103. See also Arjun Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Différence in the Global Cultural Economy,” The
Globalization Reader, 322-30, for the original source of the terms
and descriptions of ethnoscapes, mediascapes, etc. and the cffect of
globalization in these areas.
18 For an cxplanation of the différence in intensity in post-Fordist
global interconnections contrastée! with historical accounts of cul
tural contact, sec Neil Brenner, “Global, Fragmented, Hierarchical: Henri Lefebvre’s Geographies of Globalization,” Public Culture
10, 1 (1997), 136-67, or Appadurai, “Disjuncture and Différ
ence,” 322-30. Appadurai argues that it is the scale of interactions
and their intensity that has changcd, not global interaction per se,
and suggests that the great organization difficulty and cost of
having global interactions in the past are removed with technological advancements such as international air travel and global teleand media-communication networks.
19 Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau had “announced in the Canadian
parliament the policy of multiculturalism within a bilingual framework.” Introduction to Racial Minorities in Multicultural Canada,
eds Peter S. Li and B. Singh Bolaria (Toronto, 1983), n.p. See also
J. Arthur Lowcr, Sélections from Hansard: House of Commons dé
butes, 28th Parliament, 3rd session October 8, 1971 — June 30, 1971
(Toronto, 1971).
20 “For the past 60 years of the past century, European nations such as
the United Kingdom, Italy, Germany and the Netherlands, as well
as the United States, were the primary sources of immigrants to
Canada. Today, immigrants arc most likely to be from Asian
countries . . . Of the 1.8 million immigrants who arrived between
1991 and 2001, 58% came from Asia, including the Middle East;
20% from Europe; 11% from the Caribbcan, Central and South
America; 8% from Africa; and 3% from the United States. . . Just
3% of immigrants who came to Canada before 1961 were Asianborn.” Statistics Canada, 2001 Census: Analysis Sériés: Canadas
Ethnocultural Portrait: The Changing Mosaic (Ottawa, 2003), 6.
The report also states on p. 10: “In 2001, three-quarters (73%) of
immigrants who came in 1990s [sic] were members of visible
minority groups. This was an increase from 1991 when 68% of
those who came in the 1980s were visible minorities and in 1981,
52% of those arriving in the 1970s.”
21 “The shift during the past 40 years has been duc to a number of
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22
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26 I use the term “white-centric” here with an awareness of Canadas
historical distinctions between different kinds of whiteness: for
example, Italian-Canadians, Polish-Canadians, or Ukrainian-Canadians were not considered as racially désirable as (Anglo-Saxon)
British-Canadians, (Teutonic) Ccrman-Canadians or ScandinavianCanadians. Attitudes towards Ccrman-Canadians as “more désir
able” than other “white” races change after the first and second
World Wars. See Harold F. Harney and Harold Troper, Immi
grants: a Portrait of the Urban Expérience, 1890-1930, (Toronto,
ca. 1975).
27 See, for instance, the Canadian Employment Equity Act, which
defines “visible minorities” as “persons, other than Aboriginal peoples, who are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in colour.” This
statement makes “whiteness” an unruptured category, one that
simply exists, rather than one that is itself understood to be a
“race,” if race is to be used as an identifier. The Act also relies on a
présent and continued understanding of “race” in order to combat
it - an inherently contradictory position that nevertheless needs
stability in order to combat real, lived race-bascd barriers to em
ployaient. The difficulty is in not perpetuating white-centric terminology and ideology, such as “non-white,” or determining
“Caucasianness” while at the samc time addressing systemic, racebased imbalances.

factors, including changes in Canadas immigration policies and
international events related to the movement of migrants and
refugees.” The report also states that in terms of numbers of
immigrants, “[Immigration] flows had not been this high since the
beginning of the century.” Statistics Canada, 2001 Census.
Saskia Sassen, “Whosc City 1s It? Globalization and the Formation
of New Claims,” The Globalization Reader, 73. First published in
Globalization and Its Discontents (New York, 1998).
James Holston and Arjun Appadurai, “Introduction: Cities and
Citizenship,” CitiesandCitizenship, ed. J. Holston (Durham, 1999),
1-18. The authors assert that liberalism’s version of equality in
citizenship has been repeatedly exposed not to work in the way it is
presented, particularly for immigrants and dc-tcrritorialized workers. They continue, “As a resuit, the project of a national society of
citizens, especially liberalism’s twentieth-century version, appears
increasingly exhausted and discredited,” and continue, “In other
places, the nation may maintain the envelope of citizenship, but
the substance has been so changed or at lcast challenged that the
emerging social morphologies are radically unfamiliar and force a
rcconsidcration of the basic principles of membership,” 2.
Holston and Appadurai, “Introduction,” 6.
See, for example, Richard. J.F. Day, Multiculturalism and the His
tory of Canadian Diversity (Toronto, 2000).
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